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modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture ... - modernism, drama, and the audience for irish
spectacle. cambridge: cambridge university press, 2007. paperback, 2010. honorable mention, donald murphy
prize for distinguished first book, american conference for irish studies, 2007 edited volumes modernist
afterlives in irish literature and culture. anthem irish studies series. series ed. modernist afterlives in irish
literature and culture - modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture explores manifestations of the
themes, forms and practices of high modernism in irish literature and culture produced subsequent to this
influential movement. the interdisciplinary collection reveals how irish heaney’s mythic method: modernist
afterlives in the burial ... - novelist tom mccarthy, whereby ‘the task for contemporary literature is to deal
with the legacy of modernism’ (2010). with the exception of paige reynolds’ modernist afterlives in irish
literature and culture (2016), the irish aspects of this emerging field have received relatively scant attention.
such omissions are all the more strik- for students and scholars alike, and a set text on courses in paige reynolds (editor), modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture. london: anthem press, 2016. 214
pages. afterlives of many kinds haunt the pages of this fine collection, which explores the legacies of
modernism in twentieth and twenty-first century irish culture. these range from the immediate responses of
irish studies round the world - 2017 - irish literature: transforming tradition (st martin’s, 1999), and the
editor of out of history: essays on the writing of sebastian barry (carysfort press, 2006) and report of the irish
forum: the future of irish studies (prague, 2006). journalism literature and modernity from hazlitt to
modernism - modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture journalism literature and modernity from
hazlitt to modernism the english major track in language, media, and communication ... nonfiction writing and
journalism, ... literature, modernity, ... language, media, and communication : department of english
contributors - project muse - editor of modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture (anthem, 2016).
her recent essays have appeared in modern drama (on yeats’s late drama) and the canadian journal of irish
studies (on mary man - ning). she is currently editing a special issue on kate o’brien for the irish university
review and the new irish studies: twenty ... notes on contributors - euppublishing - 2007), and editor of
‘irish things’, a 2011 special issue of eire-ireland, she has published on topics related to modernism, modern
and contemporary irish literature, drama and performance, and periodical culture. she is editor of the
forthcoming collection modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture (anthem press), and is completing a
comparative literature orals topics - yale university - comparative literature orals topics ... the afterlives
of jane austen ----- the essais of montaigne. 19th century american poetry flaubert and james freud and
narrative ... irish literature joyce and the novel shakespeare and joyce literature into film dante the epic
anthem press literature catalogue - modernist afterlives in irish literature and culture by€paige reynolds
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